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Abstract

The problematic of wavefront sensing in Multiconjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO) is addressed in this article. We firs
on the sky coverage estimation which drives, in particular, the choice between natural and laser guide stars and the
a major impact on wavefront sensor design. Then a comparison between star oriented and layer oriented concepts is
Analytical developments and optimization of the concepts are derived in the simplest MCAO case: the ground layer AO
From this study, advantages and drawbacks of each concept are highlighted.To cite this article: T. Fusco et al., C. R. Physique
6 (2005).
 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.

Résumé

Problématique de l’analyse de front d’onde en optique adaptative multiconjuguée. La problématique de la mesu
de front d’onde pour l’Optique Adaptative Multiconjuguée (OAMC) est présentée dans cet article. Dans un premie
l’estimation de la couverture de ciel pour un systeme d’OAMC est étudiée. Cette estimation permet, entre autre, un ch
étoiles naturelles et étoiles lasers. Ensuite, une comparaison des concepts de mesures de front d’onde dits « orienté
« orienté couches » est effectuées. Des développements analytiques et une optimisation des deux concepts sont pr
le cas simplifié d’un systeme de correction de la couche au sol. Cette étude permet de mettre en évidence les avan
inconvénients de chaque concept.Pour citer cet article : T. Fusco et al., C. R. Physique 6 (2005).
 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.
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1. Introduction

In order to extend the field of view (FoV) of the classical adaptive optics (AO) systems, a modification of AO con
required. Using several Guide Stars (GS) and several deformable mirrors (DM) conjugated at different selected altit
multiconjugate AO (MCAO) [1,2] enables to overcome the limitation imposed by the anisoplanatism of the AO correc
and to reach the diffraction limit of the telescope in larger fields of view.

* Corresponding author.
E-mail address:thierry.fusco@onera.fr (T. Fusco).
1631-0705/$ – see front matter 2005 Published by Elsevier SAS on behalf of Académie des sciences.
doi:10.1016/j.crhy.2005.10.006
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In the last years, numerous MCAO systems have been proposed to fulfill various scientific requirements (see [4], J.-L
this volume). Their designs as well as their performance are extremely spread and cover a huge spectrum of new
technologies (laser [5]/natural guide stars, ground layer AO [6,7], multi-object AO [8,9], layer oriented approach [10. . . ).
Therefore, to give a synthetic summary on MCAO systems is rather tricky. This is especially true for wavefront sensin
Indeed, the key parameters of the wavefront sensor (WFS) devices should derive from the system performance require
wavefront characteristics to be measured and the available flux to perform such measurements. A possible approac
the complex problem of wavefront sensing in MCAO is to divide it in three distinct topics which will be studied separat
remain highly interconnected.

Firstly, a sky coverage study has to be performed in order to obtain the first trade-offs (in close relation to the s
needs) in terms of field of view, global performance, percentile of accessible sky andin fineto drive the choice between natur
and laser guide stars (see Rigaut, [11] this volume). The generalization of classical AO sky coverage to MCAO syste
obvious [12–14] and a lot of parameters have to be considered if one wants to obtain pertinent results. We propose in
a algorithm improvement of the sky coverage computation for MCAO. We present a new algorithm which allows to acc
the real corrected FoV surface corrected by an MCAO system (depending on GS positions and system characteristic
as the type of strategies considered for the wavefront sensing.

The choice of a wavefront sensing concept is the second critical issue to be considered. It determines the way th
coming from different GS will be recombined and used. Two different concepts have been proposed so far to mea
wavefront in MCAO: Star Oriented (SO) [2,15,16] or Layer Oriented (LO) [14,17]. A presentation of the two conce
well as the identification of their main advantages and drawbacks is proposed in Section 3. A comparison of both co
proposed in the Ground-Layer AO case [6,7].

The last main point to consider in order to define a wavefront sensor for an MCAO system is the wavefront senso
itself, that is the way the photons will be detected for the phase measurements. A large number of techniques have bee
in the last thirty years, each one with its own advantages and drawbacks. We will not study in this article all the WFS te
but a review can be found in [18–20].

2. Sky coverage in MCAO

The notion of sky coverage is rather simple for classical adaptive optics. Indeed, in that case, the system performan
directly related to the GS magnitude and its separation from the object of interest (for given atmospheric conditions).
sky coverage is therefore nothing but a simple count of GS (of magnitude lower than a given limit) in a sky region tak
account the isoplanatic patch size [3] to compute the observable fraction of the sky (because this parameter is used to
the performance decrease outside the area defined by the GS, classical AO isoplanatic angle has to be used). Un
the generalization to MCAO systems is not obvious. Instead of one single parameter (GS flux), the final system perfor
given by a combination of multiple factors in close interaction.

The idea is to link the MCAO global performance to physical information on guide stars and on the system. This perfo
can be expressed either in terms of average Strehl ratio (or any other MCAO performance estimator) in the FoV, per
uniformity or any combination of these two points. The analysis should allow to determine observational constraints (m
ranges, number of GS, maximum distance between GS, maximum magnitude difference between GS) as a function
characteristics (field of view, telescope diameter, WFS concept and device, number of corrected modes, . . . ) and
performance (correction level and uniformity in the field). The goal of such kind of analysis is to give tendencies wh
essential to explore a large domain of parameters and to rapidly obtain feeling on general behaviors for various kind o
systems. The output should be the first trade-offs concerning the system design and the adjustment of the scientific req
In particular, it could help to select the systems for which laser guide stars are mandatory, which constitutes a first ste
the WFS definition.

In the following sections, we will present an improved algorithm for sky coverage computation in MCAO. It requir
definition of different types of FoV which drive the final performance of MCAO systems and are essential to obtain a
estimation of the sky coverage.

2.1. Varieties of field of view in MCAO

The definition of the relevant FoV is essential to derive a sky coverage estimation. In the MCAO case, four FoV (se
have to be defined in order to fully characterize the system and its performance. It is therefore essential to account
various FoV in the sky coverage estimation. They are:
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Fig. 1. Definition of the various notions of FoV in MCAO: The technical FoV (larger one) in which the GS have to be found, the scienti
(� the technical FoV) in which the required MCAO performance should be fulfilled, the corrected FoV in which, for a given GS config
the MCAO performance are actually achieved and the observable FoV which represents the part of the scientific FoV actually corre
given GS configuration.

• The technical FoV (Tech-FoV) which is the field in which GS have to be found. It depends on technical constraints
to the telescope and system design) and scientific constraints. In particular, the size of the technical field directly
on the performance of MCAO system since an increase of the technical FoV implies a larger volume of turbulen
sensed and thus a possible increase of wavefront correction error due to anisoplanatism effects.

• The scientific FoV (Sci-FoV) corresponds to the field one wants to correct, that is the field in which the scientific
are located and thus in which the system performance has to be fulfilled.

• The corrected FoV (Corr-FoV) represents, for a given GS configuration, the part of the technical FoV actually co
by the MCAO system. It is equal to the convolution of the surface defined by the stars within the technical Fo
the isoplanatic field (see Fig. 1). We have assumed here the MCAO system is able to interpolate the wavefront i
surface defined by the GS in the wavefront reconstruction process [21]. The quality of this reconstruction is directl
to the telescope diameter, the number of corrected modes and the Cn2 profile [21,22].

• The observable FoV (Obs-FoV) is the last, but the truly important FoV (from an astronomer point of view). It corre
to the part of the scientific FoV actually corrected by the MCAO system for a given GS configuration. It is nothing
intersection of the corrected FoV with the scientific FoV.

Obs-FoV= Corr-FoV∩ Sci-FoV (1)

It is interesting to note here that when the technical FoV is equal to the scientific FoV, it automatically implies an e
between corrected and observable FoV.

2.2. The surface sky coverage

In the classical sky coverage computation approach for MCAO [12,14], it is implicitly assumed that the whole scienti
is corrected if the right number of GS is found in the technical FoV. In other words, it does not account for the relative
between GS within the technical FoV.

Accounting for the GS geometry is essential to well describe the system performance in a given FoV. This lea
introduce the four notion of FoV presented in Section 2.1 in the sky coverage computation to be as close as possi
actual MCAO performance.

The fraction of observable FoV surface is introduced in the sky coverage computation and is defined by the ratio
the surface of the observable FoV over the surface of scientific FoV. The new computed sky coverage is called ‘Surf
coverage.

The main step of our ‘Surface’ sky coverage computation algorithm consists in the estimation of the observable F
obtained using the GS distribution in the technical FoV and their magnitude, the turbulence parameters (isoplanatic a
system characteristics:

• limiting magnitude, maximum magnitude difference between GS for the WFS,
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• minimum number of GS (NWFS,min) mandatory to achieve a good wavefront reconstruction from theNWFS,min measure-
ments,

• maximum number of GS (NWFS,max) limited by the number of available WFS in the system.

From these data, one can compute the corrected surface from the available GS (fulfilling flux conditions) and the scien
We generate random GS fields using a stellar population model [23] in order to perform statistical computation of the ob
surface1 for a given technical FoV size. Three cases have to be considered for each occurrence of GS in the technical

• the number of GS is smaller thanNWFS,min, in that case the corrected FoV value is set to 0;
• the number of GS is larger thanNWFS,min but smaller thanNWFS,max, in that case we compute the corrected FoV as

largest possible polygon including all the GS;
• the number of GS is larger thanNWFS,max. In that case we compute all the possible corrected FoV including the maxi

number of GS and we define the global corrected FoV as the union of all the computed FoV.

For each case, the observable FoV surface (Sobs-fov) is obtained by the intersection of the scientific FoV with the correc
FoV finally computed using the convolution of the polygon formed by the GS with a disk of size the isoplanatic ang
the scientific FoV really corrected by the GS. More details on the algorithm can be found in [24]. For each GS geom
fraction of the observable FoV surface is defined by:

µs =



Sobs-fov

Ssci-fov
if Ssci-fov > Sobs-fov,

1 if Ssci-fov � Sobs-fov

(2)

whereSsci-fov is the surface of the scientific FoV. The smaller the science FoV is in comparison to the technical FoV, th
to 1µs should be. The “Surface” sky coverage (P Surface

Nstars>X
) defines the percentage of the sky which can be observed at a

galactic coordinate for given technical and scientific FoV as well as the system constraints:

P Surface
Nstars>X = 〈η · µs〉 (3)

whereη is a boolean number which is set to 0 when conditions on GS in the FoV are not fulfilled and set to 1 otherw〈·〉
stands for a statistical average on random realizations. It is interesting to note here that ifµs is always set to 1,P Surface

Nstars>X
(m, r)

is nothing but the classical sky coverage for MCAO. Let us now demonstrate the interest of the new Surface sky
algorithm considering the MOAO (Multi-Object AO) system of the FALCON instrument.

2.3. An example of an application: the FALCON project

The FALCON (Fiber-spectrograph with Adaptive-optics on Large-fields to correct at Optical and Near-infrared)
[8,25] aims at studying a concept of 3D multi-object spectrograph for the next generation of VLT instrumentation. FA
will combine high spectral and spatial resolution in order to study the morphology as well as the dynamic behavior o
galaxies (red-shift around 1–2). FALCON will operate in a 25× 25 arcmin2 FoV in which approximately 10 to 15 galaxie
have to be found. From scientific requirements, at least an improvement of a factor two of ensquared energy in a 0.25× 0.25
pixel2 have to be obtained for typical observing conditions at Paranal.

Achieving high angular resolution on very dim targets requires a MCAO-like system, called hereafter Multi-Obje
(MOAO) system which will be composed of several WFS devices (observing on GS) to obtain a tomographic recons
of the turbulent wavefront and a dedicated correcting device in each galaxy direction. Each correcting device is comp
DM controlled by the information coming from the closest (at least 3) GS.

In the following we will focus on one individual sub-system of the global FALCON instrument that is 3 WFS for tomogr
reconstruction and one pupil plane DM for the wavefront correction in the galaxy direction. In the FALCON case, only
optimization will be considered since we are just interested in a particular area of the field containing the Galaxy. Nev
such an optimization can be performed for any position in the technical FoV and in that sense, one can observe
anywhere in the technical FoV. The whole FoV is not covered in a single shot but the whole FoV remains accessib
system. Hence, the scientific FoV is equal to the technical one.

We compare in Fig. 2 the new surface sky coverage versus the classical sky coverage for various limit magnitudes,
FoV and galactic latitude. The various plots highlight the importance of the surface parameters which weight the clas
coverage in MCAO and allow us to account for GS positions in the technical FoV. Fig. 2 demonstrates that a classical a

1 Note that real astronomical field can be easily substituted to the simulated one if one wants to account for real part of the sky.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of classical [dashed line] and surface [solid line] sky coverage for various technical FoV diameter and various lim
tude. Two galactic latitude (30 and 90 degrees) are considered.

Fig. 3. Star and Layer Oriented concepts in MCAO. [Left] SO concept: one WFS per GS to control all the DM. [Right] LO concept: on
per DM combining all the GS.

over-estimates the sky coverage and that accounting for GS positions in the technical FoV is essential to obtain a mor
estimation. It shows that a sky coverage close to 50% can be achieved for GS of magnitude 17 in a technical FoV× 8
arcminutes2 and for a 90◦ galactic latitude. This is fully coherent with end-to-end simulations performed by F. Assemat [
the framework of the FALCON project.

3. Wavefront measurement concepts

The number and the magnitude of the available GS is an essential input to derive the final performance of an MCAO
But the way the photons coming from these GS are recombined and used by the wavefront sensors (WFS) is also criti
following, because of the linearity of the WFS devices, we will assume that they provides a noisy measurement of th
Two main concepts (Star Oriented and Layer Oriented) have been proposed to deal with the turbulent volume measu
a MCAO scheme. They are presented on Fig. 3 (for more details, see [26] in this volume).

3.1. The star oriented concept

In the SO case (see Fig. 3(left)) the wavefront (Φ
αk

SO(r)) in each GS direction (αk ) is measured by a dedicated WFS. T
whole set of measurement is given by:

{
Φ

αk

SO(r)
}K�

k=1 =
{

nl∑
ϕl

true(r − αkhl) +Noise(�Nk)

}K�

(4)

l=1 k=1
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where�Nk is the flux per GS,K� the number of GS,nl the number of layers used to estimate the true phaseϕl
true in the layerl

at the altitudehl . r stands for the pupil coordinates. The functionNoise(·) depends on the WFS characteristics.
The reconstruction process consists in a tomographic reconstruction of the turbulent volume from the wavefronts m

in the GS directions and a projection onto the deformable mirrors [21]. Hence, the quality of this process is related to
of each WFS, that is to the magnitude of each GS. From a photometric point of view, the only constraint for the SO co
the limiting magnitude per GS (mlim). mlim is the highest GS magnitude which makes the MCAO performance requirem
fulfilled within the corrected FOV, considering a given GS distribution and given system characteristics (sampling fre
sub-aperture number, detector noise).

3.2. The layer oriented concept

In the LO case (see Fig. 3(right)), the phase measurement is performed using one WFS and the correction using on
turbulent layer, each WFS (and DM) being optically conjugated to the altitudehj of its corresponding layer. Hence only o

resultant phase is measured per layer. In that case the measured phase (ϕ
WFSlayerj
LO (ρ)) is much more complex than in the S

case, as shown in Eq. (5). In the WFS process the phase information is coded in term of intensity, so that the measure
the average of the phases in each GS directionweighted by the corresponding GS flux:

{
ϕ

WFSlayerj
LO (ρ)

}NWFS
j=1 =

{∑K�

k=1[λk
�Nk · ∑nl

l=1 P(ρ − αkhj )ϕl
true(ρ − αk[hj − hl])]∑K�

k=1[λk
�NkP (ρ − αkhj )]

+ Noise(γj

∑K�

k=1 λk
�Nk[P(ρ − αkhj )])

γj

∑K�

k=1[λk
�NkP (ρ − αkhj )]

}NWFS

j=1
(5)

whereP stands for the pupil function and{γj }j∈[1,NWFS] represent the flux separation between the WFS (
∑NWFS

j=1 γj = 1).
NWFS stands for the number of WFS.

There is no reconstruction process needed in that case since the measured phaseϕ
WFSlayerj
LO (ρ) can be used to directly contro

the DMs. The main interest of such an approach is the light co-addition before the detection which increases the signa
ratio (SNR) per WFS when noisy CCD are considered [27]. Nevertheless, this co-addition has a drawback: as show
(5), the wavefronts coming from different directions in the FOV are mixed and weighted by the GS flux, leading to infor
loss and prevailance of the brighter stars in the phase measurement process [27,28]. A way to deal with GS flux diffe
to optically attenuate the flux [17] of the brighter stars before the detection (λk coefficients in Eq. (5), see [28]). Using the
coefficients, one reduces the effects of the magnitude differences on the LO measurement. However, this leads to a re
the integrated flux over the whole FOV and to an increase of the noise in the WFS measurements.

From a photometric point of view the relevant parameters in the LO case are therefore the integrated flux over a
(driving the WFS noise) and the magnitude differences between the GS. The interest of using optical densities (0� λk � 1) to
perform a trade-off between these two points will be demonstrated in the following sections.

3.3. SO and LO comparison: the simplest case of GLAO

GLAO [6] systems aim at compensating only for the boundary layer of the atmosphere which is indeed the location
of the atmospheric turbulence [29] and whose correction remains valid on a wide FOV. As for MCAO the optimal way
knowledge on the ground layer turbulence is to perform an optical tomography [15,21] of the atmosphere. A simpler w
take benefit of the angular decorrelation of high altitude turbulence by simply averaging the phase perturbations over a
directions. In this case, the phase one wants to estimated is:

Φglao(r) = 1

K�

K�∑
k=1

φk(r) (6)

whereφk(r) is the phase of the wavefront in pupil plane coming from the directionαk of the kth GS:φk(r) = ∫ ∞
0 ϕ(r −

hαk, h)dh.
If a large number of GS are available then theΦglao measurement is mainly sensitive to the phase perturbations due

ground layer. In that framework, the two WFS concepts (SO or LO) can be studied by minimizing a criterion correspo
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Φ
glao
so/lo:

QCWFS=
∫∫
PUP

〈(
Φglao(r) − Φ

glao
so/lo(r)

)2〉
d2r (7)

3.3.1. Optimized SO and LO measurements for GLAO
In the concept of SO, theK� measurements are recombined during the reconstruction process to drive the only D

jugated to the ground. The reconstruction does not necessarily consist in a simple average on the GS directions; it
described more generally by a linear combination of the measurementsφk :

Φ
glao
SO =

K�∑
k=1

ηk · (φk +Noise(�Nk)
)

(8)

In the LO approach, the light of several stars is co-added and sensed simultaneously with one unique WFS device c
to the ground layer. In that case, Eq. (5) is simplified as follow:

Φ
glao
LO = ηLO ·

[∑K�

k=1 λk
�Nk · φk∑K�

	=1 λ	
�N	

+Noise

( K�∑
	=1

λ	
�N	

)]
(9)

λk represents a possible flux attenuation (using optical density) in order to deal with flux dispersion between GS andηLO is a
numerical coefficient that can be used for optimizing the phase correction with respect to the overall WFS signal to no
(SNR), as done with a closed loop gain. It is important to note thatηLO has the same value for all the GS directions and t
cannot deal with GS flux difference.

3.3.2. Expression of the quality criterion for SO and LO
Using the quality criterion defined in Eq. (7) it is possible to evaluate and compare the performance of both SO

concepts in the case of GLAO.
In the case of the SO concept, combining Eqs. (7) and (8) leads to following results:

QCSO=
K�∑
j=1

K�∑
k=1

[(
1

K�
− ηj

)(
1

K�
− ηk

)
Cjk

]
+

K�∑
k=1

η2
k ·

(
ζ

�Nk

+ ξ σ2
det

�N 2
k

)
(10)

whereCjk = ∫∫
PUP 〈φj (r)φk(r)〉dr is the covariance of the turbulence between the directionsαj andαk , ζ (resp.ξ ) is the

coefficient of propagation of the photon (resp. detector) noise andσdet is the RMS CCD readout noise (assumed to be iden
for all WFS devices).

Two terms can be identified in the expression ofQCSO. The first term depends on the covariance of the phases measu
different directions. The second term gathers all the error variances per GS due to photon and detector noises in th
WFS devices; faint GS make this term increase.

The first term can be nulled by treating all the GS directions identically in the average process, that is by settin
ηk equal to 1/K�. This solution is however not optimal because it does not manage properly WFS SNR. In practice o
minimize QCSO with respect toηj . Since Eq. (10) is quadratic, an analytical solution exists and allows to find the opt
coefficients at all the GS directions.

For LO performance study, we have to combine Eqs. (7) and (9). Then we get:

QCLO = 1

(
∑K�

	=1 λ	
�N	)

2

K�∑
j=1

K�∑
k=1

[(〈λ	
�N	〉K�

− ηLOλj
�Nj

)(〈λ	
�N	〉K�

− ηLOλk
�Nk

)
Cjk

]

+ η2
LO ·

(
ζ∑K�

	=1 λ	
�N	

+ ξ σ2
det

(
∑K�

	=1 λ	
�N	)

2

)
(11)

As for QCSO, we recognize two terms in the expression ofQCLO. The first one, related to the covariance of the phases
one GS direction to another is also depending on the flux difference between the GS. The second term gathers all
effects (photon and detector noises), which depend only on the total co-added flux.

Assuming that the numerical coefficientηLO has the same value for all the GS directions (see the previous section) th
way to mitigate the importance of the first term of Eq. (11) is to use optical attenuators located in each GS optical pa
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the flux co-addition. But this flux attenuation also reduces the overall number of photons and increases the noise effec
term in Eq. (11)). It is nevertheless possible to optimize the choice ofλk for a given GS configuration and turbulence profi
It is not as simple as in the SO case because there is no quadratic dependency ofQCLO with respect to the{λk}. A numerical
multi-variable minimization algorithm is required.

3.3.3. Comparison of the two concepts
In order to compare the behaviors of SO and LO, and to estimate the relevance of the optimization performed a

results of numerical simulations are presented here. This study has been performed with the following assumptions:

• The system is characterized by a 8 meter pupil and a 8× 8 arcmin2 FOV.
• The turbulence profile is a test profile, with a seeing of 0.9 arcsec @ 0.5 µm, 60% of the turbulence in the pupil plane

40% in altitude.
• The WFS devices are all identical Shack–Hartmann WFS, characterized by 14× 14 sub-apertures. Simulation accounts

photon and/or detector noises withσdet= 3e−/pix. Phases are decomposed onto Zernike modes and a modal optimi
is performed to avoid the noise propagation onto low SNR modes. Even for the LO case, behavior of a SH WFS is a

• GS fields simulation is based on a statistical model of the Galactic population [23] for the galactic latitudeb = +30 and
longitudel = 0. The presented measurement errors are averages computed over one thousand sets of FoV;

• For a given FoV, the SO and LO measurement errors are computed for growing GS limiting magnitude; increa
limiting magnitude means including in the WFS process fainter and fainter GS, but still accounting for the brigh
Hence increasing the limiting magnitude means increasing the number of GS and the integrated flux. There must b
4 GS in the FoV to consider the GLAO correction possible. For the considered FOV and galactic coordinates, a
magnitude of 18.5 corresponds approximatively to an average number of 30 GS.

Fig. 4(a) shows the comparison between the unoptimized SO (∀k, ηk = 1/K�) and the unoptimized LO (ηLO = 1 and∀k,

λk = 1) when adding fainter and fainter GS in the WFS process. In presence of only photon noise, SO and LO perform
roughly the same. The SO performance is degraded when the GS limiting magnitude increases, due to faint GS that c
to WFS with low SNR. The LO performance is slightly improved when the limiting magnitude increases due to the inc
of the integrated flux on the single WFS device, even if the degradation induced by the turbulence related term m
improvement lower and lower when fainter GS are added. SO and LO keep the same relative behaviors in presence o
noise, but their sensibility to the limiting magnitude increases. Moreover the SO performance is dramatically degrade
it becomes obvious that SO optimization is required, at least in presence of detector noise.

Fig. 4(b) shows the comparison of the optimized SO and the optimized LO performance (Eqs. (10) and (11)). In pre
only photon noise, the slight degradation of LO performance with compared to the SO one is the price to pay for the impo
to set the GS attenuations with all the precision it would require (only bins of 1 magnitude have been considered). In
noise regime, the optimized LO is better than the optimized SO, due to its much smaller number of WFS. The curv
Fig. (4) shows all the interest brought by optimizing both SO and LO WFS concepts. When no detector noise is con

Fig. 4. Comparison of SO and LO performance, with or without optimization. Both cases of photon noise only or photon+ detector noise are
considered. When accounted for, the detector noise is characterized byσdet= 3e−/pix.
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Table 1
Pros and Cons of the SO and LO WFS concepts

Pros Cons

SO • In photon noise regime: • Performance dependent on the detector noise
– More information in SO • Detector number (1 per GS)
– LO data can be obtained from SO ones [27] • Command algorithm complexity

• WFS optimization per GS
(nb. of reconstructed modes, exposure time)

• Tomographic reconstruction
⇒ Easily adaptable toC2

n evolution

LO • Increase of SNR per WFS (flux co-addition) • Information loss in co-addition before the detection
⇒ access to very faint stars with detector noise ⇒ attenuation of brightest stars required: increase of noise

• Adaptability of WFS characteristics to the • Flux separation per WFS (i.e. per measured layer)
turbulent layer parameters • Sensitivity toC2

n evolution: modification of
(sub-aperutre diameter, exposure time) the conjugation to follow upC2

n strongest layers
• Simplicity of the command process • Complexity in the implementation of the LO concept

both optimized concepts lead to roughly the same performance. Then only the system complexity could drive a choice
one WFS concept or the other. In presence of detector noise, the optimized LO concept is still better than the optimize
both performances are quite comparable, which is obviously not the case when no optimization is performed.

3.4. Advantages and drawbacks of each concepts

The conclusions derived from the study performed before in the case of GLAO can be generalized to more comple
systems.One has to keep in mind that GLAO is probably the most favorable case for LO concept since only one WFS
considered (no flux splitting). The two approaches can be summarized by the PROS/CONS shown in Table 1.

It seems clear that there is no absolute choice and the best strategy has to be determined with respect to system
complexity and performance requirements. The final choice will highly depend on the WFS device performance and in p
its behavior in detector noise regime.

4. Conclusion

Hence, the final choice of a WFS in MCAO is a multiple step process with several interactions between the sky c
study, the wavefront measurement concept and the WFS device.

The sky coverage studies determine the nature and the characteristics of the GS which can be used by the WFS.
shown that information on GS photometry and GS spatial repartition combined with system characteristics are crucial
a pertinent estimation of the sky coverage in MCAO. Accounting for all these parameters leads to a sky coverage e
typically two times smaller than the one obtained with more classical approaches.

The choice of the wavefront measurement concept determines the way the photons coming from different GS will
Two concepts have been proposed so far to deal with wavefront measurements in MCAO. It has been shown that, in an
optimization is required to reach the ultimate performance of each concept. These optimizations make the concepts
in case of photon noise and comparable in detector noise regime. Hence, the final choice of a concept should be drive
by the WFS concept expected performance but also by the system complexity.

Finally the WFS device determines the way the photons will be detected for the phase measurement. In the case
systems, the final choice of the WFS device will depend on a complex trade-off between the three following main charac
its sensitivity to deal with faint GS and therefore increase the sky coverages; its linearity to deal with variable con
variable system performance and its dynamics range to deal with very partial wavefront correction or even with op
system (FALCON-like systems for instance).
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